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INNOCENCE- _'FOR SALE:
THE SEXUAl EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN
By Jonathan Petrak
Associate Editor
They are called the silent
children -- the victims. nobody'
believes. While children have
been sexually exploited for cen-
turies, only recently have au-
thorities begun to understand
the severity and scope of the
problem. _
Child sexual abuse can be
separated into three categories;
incest, sexual assault and sexual
exploitation. Incest is sexual
abuse which occurs within the
family and involves blood rela-
tives. Sexual assault is com-
monly defined as a forceful or
violent sexual attack. Sexual
exploitation is the act of engag-
-ing a child in sexual conduct
through subtle coercion, in-
timidation, persuasion or the
misrepresen ta tion of morals.
This article examines the
dynamics of sexual exploit-
ation, which includes t h e
crimes of child molestation,
child prostitution and child
pornography.
Over the past 10 years, the
a vaila bili t y of literature on
sexual assault has increased sig-
nificantly. Due' primarily to
the feminist movement speak-
ing out on rape and incest,
several studies dealing with
child sexual abuse have been
initiated. However, the true
magnitude of the sexual
e x p l o it a t io n vof children in
America has not yet been deter-
mined. Like rape, child moles-
tation is one of the most under-
reported crimes in the country,
and virtually every study ac-
knowledges that only 1 to 10
p e r c e.n t of the incidents are
ever disclosed. The American
Humane Association estimates
200,000 to 300,000 molestations
of females alone occur every
year. A study conducted by Dr.
Gene Abe l of the New York.
State Psychiatric Institute sug-
gests tha t "child inolesta tion is.
a more serious and _frequent
crime than rape," with child
molestors "responsible for
molesting an average of 68.3
victims."
Police investigations have
also revealed some frightening
findings regarding the number
of people involved in the sexual
exploitation of juveniles. In
1982, police in Los Angeles ar-
rested Cathy Wilson, also
known as "Black -Cathy," for
commercial distribution of
child pornography. They found
a mailing list of 30,000 cus-
tomers. In 1972, the LAPD ar-
rested a pornographer who had
produced a travel guide for the
child molester which listed 378
places in 54 cities and 34 states
where a child could be found.
Records found by the investiga-
tors revealed the publication
entitled "WHERE THE
See Page 10
Spring' Break
Edition
SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS:
CENSORSHIP, .CON-TROl
OR A€COUNTABILITV?
COURT WILL HEAR
CASE THAT COULD
LIMIT "LAB" NEWS-
PAPERS
HAZELWOOD, MO. (CPS)--
The U.S. Supreme Court has
agreed to hear a case that will,
by the -time it's co-ncluded,
clarify. jus-t how much' control
administra tors have over col-
lege and high- school "la b o r-
atory" newspapers. The -deci-
sion, student journalism o'b-
servers say, will affect what
_ hundreds of high school papers
and "many" college papers pub-
lish as "for-credit" classes can,
pr int, predicts Mark Goodman,
director of the Student Press
Law Center in Washington, D.C.
Some worry that if the court--
which is due to issue its ruling
by July, 1988--expands of-
ficials' power over editorial
content in lab papers, extracur-
See Page 6
LOYOLA WARRIORS:
STRESS RELIEF OR'
WAR MONGERS?
An intrepid' group of Loyola
students got together and
fought it out in the jungles of
Corona on February 21st, parti-
cipating in what is commonly
known as "paint warfare". The
two teams were organized by
David Cordrey and Steven Kap-
lan under the titles "Cordrey's
Commandos" and "Kaplan's Kil-
CAN OUR CAMPUS
NEWSPAPER FALL
UNDER THE' CON-
TROL OF THE ADMIN-
·ISTRATION? .
By Mitchell A. Jackman
-Editor-In-Chief
Should a school's administra-
tion have control over the con-
tent of their school's newspap-
er? If so , when should the
"e x'e r c'i's e "o f "t h istc o n t r o l be
deemed appropriate and to
what extent? These are some
of the issues now before the
. U.S. Supreme Court in a case
arising from a dispute over the
content of a high school news-
paper in Hazel wood, Missouri.
An ad verse decision favoring
'the school's administration may
See Page 6
lers".
Before we proceed with the
g rim d 'e t ail s, i t mig h t b e
helpful to discuss the workings
of the game. Basically, the
game is played on a large field
that has an American camp and
a Vietcong camp. There are
two teams, each with an objec-
tive of capturing the flag of
the opponent. Air guns are
used to fire small paint pellets
in order to shoot opponents.
Clearly, as the two teams
See Page 12
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From The
Editor~De§k.
LOYOLA REPORTER
UPDATE
In this month's edition of
The Loyola Reporter, we have a
number of interesting and in-
formative articles to read.
Once again, Jonathan Petrak has
done an in-depth investigative
report entitled, "Innocence For
Sale: The Sexual Exploitation
Of Children"; This article is
well written and deserves your
attention.
If you are concerned about
the future cuts in financial aid
as proposed by the Reagan Ad-
m ln ls tr a t lon ts fiscal budget,
then you will find a series of
articles dealing with this crisis
and some of the available alter-
natives.
In addition, there are some
new issues regarding the First
Amendment ,rights of high
school and college newspapers.
Can or should a school's admin-
istration have control over the
content of their school's nes-
paper? If so, then when is such
control a p p r o p r l a t e ? The
stories in this paper attempt to
address these issues and I ask
you to consider the possi ble
ramifications to The Loyola.
Reporter. If you have a com-
ment on the subject, let us
know what you think! We want
to hear your point of view.
Also, you will find an article
on Loyola's newest method of
stress management and athletic
competition, p a in-t pellet war
games. Members of Loyola Law
School's student body and fa-
culty are finding out what this'
new sport is ali about. Watch
out c~u~e here comes the Loy-
o I a "War rio r s ". The y-h a v e
plenty of paint and 'lots of com-
petitive spirit. SPLAT! SPLAT!
ABA SPRING
NEWSPAPER
COMPETITI·ON IS. ON
Starting immediately, The'
Loyola Reporter will begin selec-
ting entries for the 1986-87
newspaper competition spon-
sored by the Law Student
Division of the American Bar
Association. The deadline for
submission to the ABA is June
1, 1987. That means that all
Reporter submissions must be in
by the deadline for the final
graduation edition, April 17,
1986.
This' year The Loyola
Reporter will enter the contest
for its first time as a Class B
contestant (I.e. a total student
enroll'ment over 700). Each'
school is allowed to enter only
two complete issues for the
category of "entire newspaper".'
All other categories allow only
one item to be submitted; they
are as follows:
1. Feature article on internal
law school affairs.
2. Feature article on law in
the community.
3. Feature article on substan-
tive law.
4. Written editorial on inter-
nal law school affairs.
5. Written editoial on
broader aspects of the law.
6. Editorial cartoon on inter-
nal law school affairs.
7. Editorial cartoon on
broader aspects of the law.
I urge everyone to partici-
pate in this competition.
Entries will be judged by
professional journalists and
editors. The award will be an-
nounced August 6-9 at the An-
nual Meeting of the. Law,
Student Division in San Fran-
ci s c 0 and i n th e S e pte m b e r
issue of Student Lawyer.
NEW EDITORS FOR
1987-88 APPOINTED
It is with great pride and
pleasure that I announce the
a p poi n t m eont 0 f two new
Editors-In-Chief to The Loyola
Reporter for the 1987-88 school
year. Mr. Jonathan Petrak,
presently a 2nd year evening
student, and Mr. Jim Lynch, a
1st year day student, have been
selected to. serve as Co-Editors-
In-Chief beginning in June of
1987. These g en t le me n have
been chosen on the basis of
their respectiveabiliHes and
talents, but most ·importantly
because of their proven
dedication, enthusiasm and
service to this newspaper.
- It is my sincerest wish that
every member of the Loyola:
La w School community be as
helpful and kind to these two
gentlemen as you have beenj o
me this past year. They
deserve your credit and support
whenever possible. They alone
will car r y on a tradition that
has existed now for over ten
years. I am positive that they
will make a quaJity team and
produce a newspaper that
-ever yone can be proud of. The
Loyola Reporter wfll be in 'com-
petent hands for years to come.
VOLUNTEER
INCOME TAX
ASSISTANCE
Due to the unexpected reluc-
tance of the IRS to train Loy-
ola law students for the VITA
program this year, there will be
no on-campus facility this year
as originally anticipated. The
IRS was originally interested in
setting up a program on campus
if we could locate a sufficient
number of willing individuals'
when I spoke to them in early
January of this year. However,
the VITA program traditionally
star ts training in late January
or early February on most col-
lege campuses.
When I contacted the IRS
again in February, I was told
that they were not interested in
training us because they were
simply. too busy with the other
existing facilities. In the alter-
native, I tried to locate a
substitute to train our students
but it was to no avail. How-
ever, I was assured that Loyola
can prearrange to have a. VITA
program on its campus next
year. These arrangements are
being made through the Evening
Student Bar Association if you
are interested.
. Again, I am sorry to the
many people that expressed an
interest in this program. I
simply did not expect the reac-
tion that I received from the
L.A. IRS office. Returning
students can at least participate.
in next year's program (the ,na-
tional co-ordinator for VITA is
being contacted a-nd informed
as to the IRS's nonr esponslve
behavior). As for graduating
seniors, I am as disappointed as
. you must be.
LOYOLA SECURITY -
A CAMPUS HERO
EMERGES
A few months ago, I wrote
an editorial on the ineffec-
tiveness of the security at Loy-
ola. In the article I urged
everyone to keep their eyes
- open and to help prevent
automobile thefts and break-
ins. While some people became
upset with the implications that
Loyola's security was not suf-
ficiently protecting members of
the school from crime, one indi-
vidual decided that passive in-
volvement was not enough.
The Loyola .Re p ar t e r has
learned that sometime in the
month of February, Chris
Branch, a 3rd year day student,
observed three suspects at-
tempting to break into a Toyota
Celica located on 9th street
right outside the Reporter's
door. Using some quick think-
ing, Mr. Branch drove his car to
the security booth located on
Albany Street and informed the
security officer(s) on duty. He
then proceeded to drive one of
the officers to the scene of the
crime. It seems that one of the
three suspects was apprehended
by Loyola Security as a result
of Mr. Branch's efforts.
=TheEo yol a Reporter com-
mends the action taken by Mr.
Branch and calls upon the
school to recognize his deed. If
more people would take some
time to look out for one anoth-
er like Mr, Branch, then togeth-
er we could better protect the
lives and property of the mem-
bers of this community.
Mitchell A. Jackman
Editor-In-Chief, 1986-87
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BAR/BRI Lecturers
Bar Examination ..
They know how to com
Each·year, BAR/BRI im
in the country. We are p
about the California Bar E
to pass.
re than experts on the law and more than
icate. They know how to teach.
the quality of its faculty by interviewing the topla
our faculty. No other group of professors is as kn
tion -- nor as capable of teaching law school grad
CALIFORNIA EXPERTS
Prof. Grace Blumberg, UCLA
Prof. Irwin Chemerinsky, USC
Dean Jesse Choper, Boalt Hali/UC
Prof. Daniel Fessler,1JC Davis
Prof. Willy Fletcher, Boalt Hali/UC
Prof. Paul Goldstein, Sta.nford University
Prof. Steven Hirschtick, BAR/BRI Staff
Prof. James Hogan, UC Davis
Prof. Thomas Jorde, Boalt Hali/UC Berkeley
Prof. Ira Shafiroff, Southwestern University
Prof. Charles Whitebread, USC
Prof. Richard Wydick, UC Davis -
NATIONAL MULTISTATEEXPERTS
Prof. Richard Conviser, National Director
Prof. Rafael Guzman, University of Arkansas
Prof. John Nowak, University of Illinois
Prof. Faust Rossi,Cornell law School
BAR REVIEW
11801West Olympic Boulevard
Los Anqeles, California 90064
(213) 477-2542
1407 First Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623
352 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600
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Editorial And OpinionARGUENDO
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Correcting
Racial Injustice
By Jim Lynch
Associate Editor
It has been more than 20
years since the Civil Rights Act
was passed, paving the way for
affirmative action.
Unfortunately, the state of
Alabama is farther behind the
nation than that. Sadder still is
the fact that four justices of
the Supreme Court are in line
with Alabama.
Perhaps there is a bright side
to the Court's decision in U.S. v.
Paradise, handed down late last
month (affirmative action was
upheld as a valid way to cor-
rect racial injustice). The case
stemmed from Alabama's slow
implementation of affirmative
action in state trooper
promotions; in 1983 a district
court' ruled that one-half of 16
corporal slots should be evenly
divided between equally quali-
fied blacks and whites, a ruling
which Alabama appealed in
order to avoid implementing.
Some joy can be taken from
this narrow victory, but the
tragedy of it is that it had to
go as far as the Supreme Court
before getting tallied in the
"win" column. As expected,
President Reagan's "Justice" De-
partment disagreed with the
ruling. A Justice Department
spokesperson, Deborah Wade,
was quoted in the L.A. Times as
saying "(The Court is) saying
tha t, when all else fails in the
most egregious cases, you can
use affirmative action ... we
still do not agree with that
policy."
In short, the Administration
feels that, when there is no
other way to ensure fairness in
employmen t, the courts shou ld
back off and adopt a "color-
blind" standard. This would be
funny if it were't such a vivid
example of the racism tha t lives
on in the 1980s, a racism en-
dorsed by the highest execu ti ve
in the land and defended under
the um br e l la of "reverse dis-
crimina tion."
Quotas aren't sufficient
w hen it com est 0 p r o.m 0 tin g
social c-hange, when you get
down to it. They create tensions
by conjuring images of un-
qualified people taking jobs
away from those who deserve
them. They are an extreme
form of remedy. However,
when states like Alabama sys-
tematically deny blacks or
other minorities the possibility
of bettering themselves, what
other choice exists aside from
court-enforced equality?
Justice O'Connor, in dissent,
sa i d t hat eve nth 0 u g h' A I a -
bama's actions were "reprehen-
sible," there was still "no evi-
dence in the record" to justify
the 50/50 quota. Theoretically,
she's waiting for people's atti-
tudes to change,. which will
then open the doors for blacks.
How will attitudes change,
though, when whites are accus-
tomed to having all the top
spots in the various professions?
Given the white-dominated his-
tory of this country, it seems
ludicrous that any white could
complain of reverse discrim-
ination.
Justice William Brennan,
writing for four of the five
justices in the majority, noted
that Alabama's conduct "created
a profound need and firm jus-
tification for the race-conscious
relief ordered by the district
court." He added that the quota
did not create "an absolute bar
to white advancement," nor did
it require a sacrifice of white
jobs.
If a few whites are incon-
venienced by this decision, so
be it; after 200 years of keep-
ing minorities down (and this is
not to say that it has magically
ended), perhaps those "incon-
venienced" folks can take some
time to read about constitu-
tional guarantees in this, the
200th anniversary year of the
Constitution.
* * *
ONE STUDENT'S
VIEW ON LOYOLA'S
BAR PASSAGE RATE
[Editor's note: This memo
-was sent to the Dean on March
4, 1987 by a Loyola student and
is being published with the au-
thor's permission.]
TO:
FROM:
Dean Arthur Frakt
Diana K. Tani
This memorandum is in res-
ponse to your statistical profiles
which specify what the chances
of a student's bar passage rate
are based on his GPA. First of
all, I would like to acknowledge
both of our concerns in main-
taining and improving Loyola
Law School's reputation, albeit
for different reasons.'
In pursuit of Loyola's excel-
lence, all of us must keep an
open mind and be receptive to
comments and suggestions.
Maybe if we make an effort to
work together, rather than an-
tagonize one another because of
a lack of communica tion, we
can manage to build a positive
learning environment with posi-
tive results. .
From the students' point of
view, we somewhat grimly an-
ticipate the bi-annual "Loyola
Bar. Passage Statistics" memo'
from your office: Once distrib-
uted,.we peruse it, get dep-
ressed w h e n we discover we
will never pass the bar
(according to "the numbers"),
then, finally become angered at
- the statistics.
Isi th er e truth in the num-
bers? Well, probably to a point.
Yet, to place such an emphasis
on the statistics, Which them-
selves are based on such a poor
sampling, is not necessarily
prudent. To habitually distrib-
ute highly detailed numero-
logical profiles on Loyola bar-
takfrs to the faculty also breeds
unnecessary anxiety in our
. professors. Instead of c o n>
centrating their efforts on edu-
cating students and contribut-
ing to the legal scholastic com-
munity, the' faculty are forced
to channel valuable time and
energy into an obsessive num-
bers game starkly portrayed by
the memos. As you know, Cali-
fornia and the federal courts
view statistical evidence with
disfavor because the actual cor-
relations between the numbers
and the particular case may be
de minimis. Low p r o b a riv e
value, but high prejudicial ef-
fect.
The bar passage statistics
memos anger students because
the statistics are. pure numbers.
These figues cannot possibly in-
.d ica te whether a particular
student will pass the bar, and if
so, when. There exist too many
intangibles in this unpredict-
able, u n q u a n t if i.a b l e world
. which statistics, 'by their very
nature, can never take into ac-
count.
Students are angered by the
numbers because the memos do-
not consider the bar passage
frequency of students who had
good professors at Loyola. I
would not be surpr ised if some
of the students who failed got
"stuck" with the professors who,
while great legal scholars,
simply could not teach.
To classify bar passage rates
based on LSA T's and GP A's is
not an irrational activity.
However, when this quan-
tification becomes the focus for
assessing Loyola's status, the
LSA T and GPA correlation be-
comes ludicrous. Bar passage
does not rest on the student
alone. If it did, we would have
no reason to be at Loyola.
Therefore, assuming Loyola
provides an invaluable resource,
we must also search internally,
in the bar passage equation.
Foremost, Loyola must strive
for competent, qualified, and
enthusiastic faculty. A high
caliber group of professors can
. shape a student with an LSAT
. of 30 and first-year GP A of 77
(who, a ccor d in g to the stat is-
tics, has roughly only an 18%
chance of passing the bar) into
an attorney who not only has
passed the bar on the first at-
tempt, but also is qualified and
sensitive to his role in society.
Professors then, are a major in-
tangible factor the bar passage
memos don't address. More-
over, to raise the admissions
standards only masks the prob-
lem. Sure, Loyola's bar passage
rate may go up because these
studen ts will pass the bar as
their "numbers" indicate they
should. However, these
students will do so in spite of
the school. How does this solve
the problem?
Furthermore, assuming ar-
guendo, Loyola does have a
consistently high- quality facul-
ty (which really is open to
debate at this time), does GPA,
in itself, help the student to
pass the bar? Of course not.
The GPA is merely an indicator
much like the way a ther-
mometer signals a fever. And
like a thermometer, the GPA
indicator does not provide a
cure to the suspected ill.
Instead, the student is alar-
mingly alerted that he'd better
quit while he's ahead and save
the tuition money because he
won't make it.
Apparently, Loyola is fairly
good at diagnosing the "fevers."
Unfortunately. the remedy is
conspicuously absent. To my .
knowledge, there presentl-y does
not exist any resource to assist
the student and correct the mis-
takes that doom the student to.
a predicted bar failure.
Granted the school has pro-
vided us with Stephanie
Tainsky (a psychologist) and
Michi Yamamoto (as dean of
stu den t s). Howe v e r, eve n if
these individuals are perform-
ing up to their capacity, to be-
lieve they are able to create bar
passers from those who statis-
tically are predicted to fail is
naive and ultimately leads to a
false sense of security.
Stephanie is our primary
resource for personal troubles.
She does not assist students in
the mechanics of law school
and bar success. SimilarJy,
Michi is not an 'adequate
resource students may turn
towards if they are on academ-
ic probation. Even if Michi
exerted herself beyond the cur:
sory semester meeting with the
probationary students, that in-
dividual still would not possess
any greater insights or self-
esteem in his law school career.
Perhaps part of the weakness
resides with Michi's inherent
inability to comprehend the law
school experience since law
school veterans are the only
souls who can relate to the hec-
tic'. and often trying times that
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accompany the process.
Dismally then, what Loyola
currently offers probationary
students (of which there are
eighty in my second year, day
class), is nothing more than a
bi-annual acknowledgment that
somewhere, somehow, that
stu den t "s c r ewe d - up. " F in e,
maybe so. However, the school's
place is not to slap wrists and
frown. Rather, the school
needs to offer some construc-
tive assistance. For example,
the school could crea te "law
school survival" courses and
seminars (similar to the bar
reviews' test taking workshops),
positive programs, and student-
o r ie n ted, academic guidance
counselors to maintain close
c o.n t act wit h the in d i v i d u a I
students. And these programs
should be implemented wi th
student representation on your
presen tly proposed faculty-only
committee in addressing these
issues.
Yet, in the meantime, like
rats in a scientifically control-
led laboratory, the forced mean
mandates immediate failure to
the "control" group of the bot-
tom third of the class. This
may be well and good, save one
minor detail: Loyola is not a
quantitative laboratory. .
Loyola happens to be an ed-
ucational institution dedicated
to individuals who mayor may
not even desire to pass the Cali-
fornia bar. Some individuals
actually believe in a legal edu-
cation for education's own sake,
rather than being driven by the
desire for the attorney's al-
mighty billable wages.
Who suffers? Unfortunately,
we all do. The problem is en-
demic both to the students and
the school. Granted, the
student wi th the; average LSA T
and below average GPA pos-
sesses responsibility if he will
ever pass the bar. However, for
the school to place the entire
burden on the student and close
its eyes to its own internal
quality is plainly wrong. Fur-
thermore, since the school feels
an education at Loyola has ob-
viated the need for a bar
review course, the school may
consider implementing its own
seminars and courses to assist
students in passing the Califor-
nia bar. The students and
school must work together.
While the school should take a
more active role in preparing
the student for success in
school and on the bar, the
studen t should likewise take
responsi bili ty for his own pro-
gress.
The only way we will ac-
hieve our respective goal will
be through mutually earned res-
pect, cooperation, and an open
mind. Pointing fingers is too
easy; it's a cop out. Instead, we
all must take responsibility of
our respective parts and expend
constructive energy.
Next time a bar passage
memo for Loyola comes out, I
hope instead to see positive sug-
gestions and resources in it.
"Adjusted" figures pegging
which of us will and will not
pass the bar will fall on deaf
ears and perpetuate antagonism.
I look forward to your res-
ponse.
/
~t::~!~~~tLAW STUDENTS
ONE DAY YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
..~..
MEMORY MAGIC / ESSAY PASSKEY
How drastically would your grades improve if you could quickly and effortlessly •.
and with instantaneous and flawless recaU. perform the feats listed below?
The inability to write proper essays puts many law students into a jail from ';'hich there is no
escape. Not only are essays the backbone of performance in law school, but they are by far the big-
gest reason for the dlsaatroaa pass rates on the California Bar Exam,
But if you find yourself in that jail, here's the key,
The BAR PREVIEW organization, pioneer in modern methods of legal instruction, presents a
unique course geared to law students at all stages of .their legal studies· MEMORY MAGIC/
ESSAY PASSKEY.
MEMORY MAGIC/ESSAY PASSKEY offers, as do all the BAR
PREVIEW programs, many features offered nowhere else, including:
1. How to use the DOMINO SYSTEM OF MEMORY to memorize in checklist form
_elV alngle Isaae that's likely to be on your final exams. (You may never miss
an issue again!)
2. How to use the awesome PEGBOARD SYSTEM OF INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL to keep a "mental pegboard" filing system in your mind into which
you can file away an aimoat InOnite amount of Information in a spotlessly
organized manner - all of the information subject to Inatantaneoa. rec.1I
whenever y6u need it. (Invaluable for la.., ... denta. who annually must do
battle with hundreds and hundreds of concepts and ideas, cases, statutes, rules, ex-
ceptions to rules, exceptions to exceptions to rules.) .
3. How to use innovative, yet easy-to-use , memory systems to almost effortlessly
remember every single case covered during the semester, every single statute
covered during the semester, every single issue covered during the semester, and to
cross-reference (or "mentally Shepardize") as many cases and statutes and facts to
each other as you wish . how to retain this almost IaOnlte amoaat of laforma.
tlon as long as you desire - and then Inatantaneoaaly and "a..,le.aly recall
the inforrnation at any time ... most importantly, during exam conditions.
The MEMORY MAGIC systems will not only change your entire outlook
on studying during law school, but they will give you an absolutely
monstroaa advantage when it comes time to tackle the incredible
amoant of .. aterial to be studied for the California Bar Exam.
4, How to use the unique BAR PREVIEW "three-column approach" to essay writing
to be sure you incorporate all the relevant facts into your analysis.
5, How to master the secrets of "sounding like a lawyer" when writing your exams.
and, just as important, how to avoid sounding like a first-year law student.
6, Why organization is so important, and how to do it.
7. Why an eloquent statement of the rule is so important, and how to do it.
8, ,Why attacking the facts Viciously is so important, and how to do it.
9. How to employ the alngle moat Important ..,ord to use in an essay, and gain
an understanding of how that word forces you to concentrate only on relevant facts
and eliminate irrelevant ones, and prohibita you from making unsupported
statements and conclusions (the fatal fault of so many essays).
10. How to Is.ae .pot like no one else in your class.
11. How to incorporate the BAR PREVIEW "Modified lRAC approach" to introduce
flexibility into an otherwise structured system.
The ESSAY PASSKEY is an excellent low-cost alternative to the in-
creaslngly expensive (several hundred dollars or more) writing courses of-
fered . yet it gilies you the opportunity to learn an a..,ard-w!nalag
methodology, one that's logical, flexible, and easy to apply. All this, plus
the wizardry of MEMORY MAGIC - this just might be the most valuable
day you ever spend during your law school years, .
The MEMORY MAGIC/ESSAY PASSKEY class is presented in one full-day format. All
materials are included with_your tuition.
All classes are taught by a California attorney, National Dean's Scholar, and memory expert.
For a free brochure describing the MEMORY MAGIC/ESSAY PASSKEY class, as well as
enthusiastic comments of past students, call the BAR PREVIEW at:
(213)202-4396 (213)558-3225
,SUMMER
LAW
PROGRAM
STUDY LAW IN BEUING.
SHA."iGHAI A~n HO!'<G KOl'iG!
JUNE 13 - JULY 17, 1987
For the fourth year. the American
University. Washington. D.C. is joining
with Beijing University and Fudan
University. Shanghai .. to sponsor a
SUMMER LAW PROGRAM IN THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHI!liA
Participants in this ABA-approved program
will be eligible to earn 6 transferrable
credits toward a J.D, or LLM. degree in
courses on Chinese Comparative La.. and
Chinese International Trade Law, team-
taught by Chinese and American law
professors. No knowledge of Chinese
language is required, The program fee is
less than S1500. and space is limited.
FOR A BROCHURE AND
APPLICATION CALL OR WRJTE
Professor Peter Jaszi. Co-Director
P.R.C. Summer Law Program
WashinRton ColI~e of Law
The American t:niversit~·
4400 MassachUSdts Ave•• N.W.
Washin~on. D.C. 20016
(202) 885-2638
Excitement!
Adventure!
Travel!
Legal service seeks
reliable people for
messenger & process
server positions
-
Must have vehicle
and insurance
Full Time/Part Time
Call
(213) 384-8244
Roommate Wanted
To share beautiful French
Normandie Townhouse
only 2 miles from school.
All wood floors, high
ceilings, lots of lights,
cou rtyard with rose
garden.
2 BR/2BA-Part. Furn
Non-Smoker Only
Available 4/15/87
Lee
(213) 387-9726'
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ricular papers may feel the
pinch next.
The current case began in
1983, when Hazel wood East
- High School Principal Robert
ReYl101ds excised two stories
from the school's lab' paper.
Reynolds says he was worried a
story about teen pregnancy
would s~em to condone the sex-
ual norms of the pregnant girls
interviewed, and that a story
about divorce gave parents of
divorced kids no opportunity to
respond. Reynolds claimed
both stories could lead to la w-
sui ts if the sources could be
identified through their com-
ments. Three student reporters
sued, claiming the school had
abridged their First Amend-
ment rights.
A federal district court
okayed the censorship because
it was part of a class project, as
opposed to an extracurricular
activity or public forum - for
students. A federal appeals
The Loyola Reporter
court later ruled f o r the
students, saying the paper was
guaranteed the same First
Amendment rights of any other
publication. In late January,
the Supreme Court agreed to
make a f in a l decision in the
case.
"We're not trying to be ad-
ve rsa r ia l in taking this to the
Supreme Court; we just need to :
know," says Hazelwood school
Superintendent Dr. Thomas
La wson. "The school district
wants to know who is respon-
sible for curriculum. Are par-
ticipants going to be responsible
or a d m in is t r at o r s ? And the
students want to know how
much freedom they'll have in
writing articles in what is con-
sidered a 'laboratory' paper."
Goodman hopes that's all the
decision would do. "It would
most affect papers that are
school-related as class ac-
tivities," he explains. "But
regarding non-classroom-related
college papers; ad mi n is tr a tors
could start thinking, 'Why limit
control to only class activities
when extracurricular papers
also are related to the educa-
tional mission?"
A ruling for the administra-
tion also could dangerously
change studen ts' perceptions of'
. a free press and freedom of
expression, adds one student
press expert. "If the court
finds in favor of the .admin is-
'tration, it will send a message
to young people that the First
Amendmen t can be set aside,"
says Louis Ingelhart, author of
several books about high school
and campus press freedoms. "If
the authorities can control
student expression, youth will
soon agree that the court can
control all expression and that
, will set a repressive pattern. It
would be most disastrous be-
cause the long-range effect
would be that of teaching kids
there really is no freedom of
the press."
Goodman notes his group is
"n er vo us" abou t the upcoming
hearing. Last summer, the Sup-
reme Court ruled that a student
who used sexual innuendo in a
-
speech before a high school as-
sembly was not protected by
the First Amendment. "We're
not confident of the court's
appreciation of student free
speech," he says. "But we hope
the decision goes the other way .
That will show that students
have First Amendment rights
on school papers, and that ad-
ministra tors, can't censor just
because they disagree. They'll
have to prove any liability in-
volved in publishing a story."
Ingelhart maintains, "School
officials have overreacted to
this. They're running scared
and ttying to keep their au-
thori ty unchallenged. Without
their authority (over student
papers); they fear a great disas-
ter." "If students can publish
what they want, administrators
will worry about schools being
sued for things like invasion of
privacy regarding stories
students write." "But, you
know, there's never been a
judgment against any school for
invasion of privacy,"
NEWSPAPER CONTROL
From Page 1
have a significant impact on
the future of campus newspap-
ers across the nation. But, can
this decision really affect col-
leges and grad ua te schools as
well as high schools?
In the Hazelwood High
School case, the principal ex-
cised two articles f r om the
school's "laboratory" newspaper
because he felt they were
inappropriate in content and
he feared the articles could
result in potential lawsuits
against the school. In response
to tlie censorship, three students
filed suit against the school al-
Ie g in g violations of the First
Amendment. The district court
ruled in favor of the censorship
because of the academic nature
of the newspaper as opposed to
extracurricular or non-academic
newspapers. In rejecting the
lower court's decision, the ap-
pellate court held that the high
school newspaper enjoyed the
same First Amendment rights as
any other publication.
Kuhl meie r v. Hazelwood High
School District. 795 F.2d 1368
(8th Cir. 1986). Now, it's the
U.S. Supreme Courts turn to de-
cide. While their decision will
focus on newspapers published
for a c a d e m ic credit only,
student editors anxiously await
an answer; an answer which
.cou ld create a chilling effect
on the nature and content of
speech published in their news-
papers. It is not hard to
foresee a ruling that could ex-
pand to, extracurricular news-
papers and other forms of
speech on college campuses.
Last year, in an analagous
case, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that a student could be
disciplined for the use of
"inappropriate" speech at a high
school assembly. Bethel School
District No.403 .v. Fraser, 106
S.Ct. 3159 (1986)., In an opinion
written by Chief Justice Bur-
ger, the Court held that the
school's "d isr up t ive-co nd uct"
rule prohibiting the use of
obscene, profane language or
gestures did not violate the
First Amendment. The Co ur t ;
went on to state, "It is a highly
appropriate function of public
school education to prohibit the
use of vulgar and offensive
terms in public discourse. No-
thing in the Constitution
prohibits the state from insist-
'i n g t hat ce r t a i n mod e s 0 f
expression are inappropria te
and subject to sanctions. The
inculation of these values is
truly the work of the school,
and' the determination of what
manner of speech is inappr op-
ria te properly rests with the
school board." However, the'
court also noted that, "Under
the First Amendmen t, the use
of an offensive form of expres-
sion may' not be prohibited to
adults- making what the speaker
considers a political point, but
it does not follow that the same
latitude must be permitted to
children in a public school." 106
S.Ct. at 3161- Thus, it would
see m t hat a sc h 0 0 1' s co n t r 0 I
over a student's First
Amendment rights is 11mited to'
public grade schools and does
not expand to institutions of
higher education, or does it?
As a start, there appears to
be no principles of law relating
to the validity of public schools
or state colleges in regulating
student newspapers other than
the rules governing student
speech in general. However,
this does not address the fact
that the relationship between a
private school or college and its
students is based prima r l y on
contract. Therefore, it would
seem that nothing prevents the
private school or college from'
making proper and necessary
rules governing the order! y
managemen t of the institution
itself. 16 A.L.R. Fed. 182 (1986).
In a landmark case, Tinker v.
Des Moines Independent Com-
munity School Dist., 393 U.S. 503
(1969), the Court decided whet-
her a school district rule barr-
ing the wearing of black
armbands protesting the war in
Vietnam was unconstitutional.
In its opinion, the Court
delineated the substantive
standard that has been applied
in cases involving, the guaranty
of free speech to student news-
papers. It stated, "In order for
the State in the person of
s c h o ol officials to justify
prohibition of a particular
expression of opinion, it must
be able to show that its action
was ca used by something more
than a mere desire to avoid the
discomfort and unpleasantness
that always accompany an un-
popular viewpoint." Thus, in
order for the school's
prohibition to be sustained, it
must show that the forbidden
conduct would "materially and
substantially interfere with the
require men ts of appropria te
discipline in the operation of
the school." Again, this stand-
ard seems to apply to public
schools for the most part.
In Norton v'. Discipline Com-
mittee of East Tennessee State
University, 399 U.S. 906 (1970).,
the dissenting opinion called
for a reversal of the suspension
of university students that had
published and distributed leaf-
lets attacking what they had
considered "the backward
policies of the university ad-
ministration and the apathy of
their fellow students toward
these policies." JusticeMarshall
had this' to say, "I cannot be-
lieve that this Court would
hesitate one moment before
striking down a criminal con-
v ic t ion b as e d upon these
pamphlets, or for that matter a
civil judgment, .o r a prior
restraint by injunction or ad-
ministrative order against their
distribution ... it seems clear that
suspension is punishment, and
that punishment for speech is
'abridgement' in the
constitutional sense .., Our sys-
tem promises to college students
as to everyone else that they
may have their say, and when
it breaks that promise it gives
aid and comfort to those who
say that it is a sham." 399 U.S.
at 908-09.
_So, Where does this leave
campus newspapers like The
Loyola Reporter? It is hard to
say. First, Loyola Law School
of Los Angeles is a privately
owned institution and the ad-
-rninistration quite obviously has
the ability to set policy regulat-
ing the conduct of students
while they are present on
school grounds. A t the same
time, it is questionable whether
the school's administration
could completely control the
content of its school paper
merely because they disagree or
dislike certain modes of speech.
Certainly, the administration
has the right to be concerned-
with the community'S and the
legal profession's image of. .the
law school. But, should this
concern include delineating
what material is appropriate
and inappropriate in their
opinion. I think not. After all,
we are law students in the
process of being trained how to
think and express ourselves in a
critical and analytical fashion.
The censorship of our opinions
and arguments woyld tend to
be hypocritical at best. Last,
although it is not completely
clear, it would appear that an
extracurricular newspaper like
the Reporter may be distinguis-
hable from newspapers pub-
lished for acadern ic credit be-
cause the latter is inherently
within the scope of the educa-
tional process.
For now, we must all wait
f or the Supreme Court to ren-
der its next decision in this
.ar ea. Even if the Court holds
that a s.tudent newspaper enjoys
the same constitutional pro-
tections as any other pub-
lication or form of expression,
it still does not answer the
question whether student -news-
papers are least accountable to
the school and its administra-
tion. This is an issue best left
to future articles and discus-
sion.
(If you have a viewpoint on
this subject, why not exercise
your right of free speech and
expression by writing to The
Loyola Reporter while you still
can!]
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.BARPASSERS AND YOU
A Combination!
s..
~ Best Overall Results on the Last Bar Exam
.~ Fastest Growing Major Course in California
~The Only FUll Service Course Dedicated
.Exclusively to the California Exam
~More Testing Than Any Other Course
~ Fu113-Day Simulated Bar Exam
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 394-1529
Find Out Today About The Bar Review Course of the 1980's
-:rERS
1-800 272-7227 .
NORTHERN CALIFORNIASOUTHERI\ CALIFORI\IA
138 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 626-2900
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ENTERTAINMENT SECTION
©MCMLXXXVII Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
MOVIES:
METALLIC HUMOR
The film is Touchstone Pic-
tures' "Tin Men," 'and the sett-
ing is Baltimore in the early
1960s. "Tin Men" a ttempts to
tell the story of -- you guessed
it -- tin men. "Tin Me n ," you
ask? Such was the cute name
that aluminum siding srrlcsrnen
went by.
The basic p-remise is about
two tin men (played by Richard
"Why do people think I'm so ob-
noxious" Dreyfuss 'and Danny
"No, I'm not married to Yitzak
Perlman" DeVito) whose first
encounter leads to a childish
game of tit-for-tat.
Unfortunately, what I hoped
would be a fast-paced, coinedic
episode, jam-packed with knee-
slapping, side-splitting good
times f'or all was instead a dud.
DeVito, who employed a
credible, but unconvincing Bal-
timore twang in an attempt to
inject an element of r e al is m
into an otherwise unrealistic
and undoubtedly, far-fetched
plot, read his lines as if he
were using a teleprompter a la
Tawny Little.
And on the subject of
realism, could anyone really see
a person like Danny De Viro ac-
tually marrid to the likes of --
v a va v a voom -- Barbara
Hershey, much less not caring
one iota when the sly Dreyfuss
beds her?
Speaking of Dick Dreyfuss --
let's face it -- he's no Lou
Natali. What attracts Ms.
Hershey to him is beyond me.
Dreyfuss is simply out of place
as he t r ies to playa smooth-
talking, confident tin man. He
also looks as if he has aged -40
years since that shark almost
got him.
And what's with the weak
a tt e m p t to turn the bar scene
into MTV? Director Barry
Levinson, who also wrote this
gem, continually intertwined
Photo Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
BABIES, .HARLEYS, "
A BUNCM OF
CHARACTERS
"Raising Arizona" in its
purest form is a bo u t babies.
More broadly, its also about
family, relationships, and love.
Against this premise, writers
Joel Coen and Ethan Coen
("Blood Simple"), throw in the
requisite zany and vulgar
characters in this Twentieth
Century Fox film which starts
March 20.
Newlyweds H.I. (Nicholas
Cage) and Edwina (Holly
Hunter) discover a void in their
lives after a few months of
living iri marital bliss in a
trailor against the backdrop of
the Arizona desert. Ed feels
the "maternal urge," which
quickly turns into an obsession
when she discovers she can't
have children. To make mat-
ters worse, Ed and Hi cannot
believe the injustice in the
world when Mrs. Nathan Ari-
zona (wife of the largest un-
finished furniture chain in
Arizona) gives birth to quin-
tuplets.
Hi and Ed decide that five
babies are more than enough
for Mrs. Arizona. Their obses-
sion for a baby leads them to
"take" one of Mrs. Arizona's.
The trouble immediately starts
here.
Hi breaks into the nursery to
pick up his new child. The
"baby" scene is one of the more
memorable in the movie, as Hi
literally has hands full with
five crawling babies. He
finally manages to select one
(the cutest, of course) and he
and Ed are destined to live
happily ever after.
Not so quickly though. The
bulk of the movie is concerned
with thowing crass, obnoxious,
and vulgar characters at the
new family. On one side, Hi is
unexpectedly visited by a pair
of old acquaintances, Gale and
the music of Fine Young
Cueballs with several quick
shots of patrons -- including
more good-looking girls -- than
have cv er been seen in Ba l t i-
_ mor e. The result is somthing
slightly more artistic than Don,
Johnson's music video.
Most impo ta n tl y, "Tin Men"
suffers from a lack of sex --
clearly a waste of Barbara
Hershey. Sure, there's some
language tha t Gideon Kanner
would approve of, but when it
comes right down to it, "Tin
Men" doesn't deserve its "R"
ra ting.
So don't ha ve an y qualms
about bringing the kids to see
"Tin Men." I give it the very
highest rating .
• -. *Evelle Sn o p es , who have just
br_oken out of prison.
Then there's also tacky Nat-
han Arizona, who portrays the
distraught father of the ab-
ducted baby. When he learns
tha t the FBI, has no leads, he
reluctantly enlists the aid of
Leonard Smalls. Smalls is- a
Road Warrier /Rambo/Termina-
tor-type bounty hunter who
rides a Harley and wears
explosi ves.
"Raising Arizona" -also con-
tains the obligatory-in-comedy
chase scene, swinging couple of
the '80s, Glen and Dot, and
final showdown between Hi
and Smalls over the baby.
All of these outrageous
characters are in the movie to
contrast -with the pure, in-
nocent, adorable, Nathan Ari-
zona, Jr. (T.J. Kuhn). The -baby
always looks like he's having a
grand time. Nathan, Jr. makes
the movie worth watching.
But, "Raising Arizona" is not
the best comedy around. The
attempts at comedy hit and
miss frequently, in part, be-
cause of the filmmakers' rela-
tive inexperience. "Raising
Arizona" is their second major
effort. Director Joel Coen says
that "Raising Arizona" has all
of the "necessary elements of
p o p ul a r contemporary
moviemaking."
Unfortunately, there's more
to a popular or enjoyable movie
than the requisite elements lest
filmmakers underestimat~ the
intelligence of their audiences.
See this one after happy hour.
... or better yet, you can al-
ways wait until it comes on
cable.
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1986 POP
MUSIC REVIEW
By Sean Judge
Reporter Staff Writer
[The following music review
was submitted in February
prior to the Grammy Awards;
some opinions may var y.]
1986 was the year of great
comebacks, great beginnings
and great disappointments.
Fortunately, the great
achievements from old veterans
and new up and comin artists
vastly outweighed the profit-
able but ponderous comebacks
by groups from their hayday a
decade ago. The following top
ten list features distinguished
artist willing to is tr e tc h out
beyond mechanical "boringness"
that has pervaded the top 40.
The result is excellent music
and commercial success.
The following is a list of the
best(predominately) pop albums
of 1986. For those who like
"w o r s tt r l i s t s , the most
disappointing albums are listed
at the end of this review. Feel
free to agree or disagree, but
these are my choices in
numerical order:
1. So - PETER GABRIEL
Song for song and as a
complete entity, this stands as
Peter Gabr ie l's best album to
_da teo It is a "coming out" of
sorts to a much more direct
openness in attitude and
musical approach. Gabriel has
streamlined his sound and
chanelled his energies with
sh a r p e r direction than ever
before. This is a recording
artist's dream. A masterpiece.
2. Graceland - PAUL SIMON
In any other year this would
easily have been a No. I disc.
Simon's quest to South Africa
in search of "Mbaqanga", the
street music of the So we to
town ship, y i e Ids won de r f u I
results. Despite the abhorrent
pol i t i c.a I pro b I ems i nth a t
country, this music is
surprisingly upbeat, laden with
peaceful but moving grooves.
By not making a political
album, and instead tapping into
the extraordinary gifts of
bassist Baghiti Khumalo,
guitarist Ray Phiri and the
vocal group Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, Simon may be
sending a more _potent political
message to' world leaders than
"Sun City" ever could.
3. Cold Snap - ALBERT
COLLINS
Albert Collins is one of the
legends of blues guitar. He is
the "Master of the Telecaster"
who stands rightly alongside
B.B King, Muddy Waters, and
Albert King. There are two
r e a s on s that this album is
special. First, there are good
vibes allover this record. In
this age where some artists get
lost in their own self-
.impor ta nce and labor to get a
record out, Collins still sits
down with the boys, cranks up
his amp and jams. Isn't this
what rock and roll was
supposed to be in the first
place? Second, the strong R &
B and funk elements take this
far beyond categorization as a
blues album. _ Organist Jimmy
McGriff and Bassist Johnny B.
Gayden add incredible
dim-ension to Collin's wailing
riffs and at times hilarious
vocals.
4. Strong Persuader-ROBERT
CRAY
Where Collin's is the "Master
of the Telecaster", Cray could
well surpass Eric Clapton and
Mark Knopfler to become the
"Master of the Stratocaster".
This album, like Cold Snap, is
far more than blues. The music
here is softer and more
personal, with plenty of melody
and intelligent lyrics. Although
the producers of this record
should have left more of a
rough edge on Cray's sound,
they do capture this future
legend in fine form. There
simply are, not many people
who can pluck a guitar and
glide through a lyric like Cray,
Remember, you heard it here.
5.Back in the High Life -
STEVE WINWOOD
Hailed by the rock press as a
teen phenomenon in the 60's,
with such groups as Traffic,
Blind Faith, and the Spencer
Davis Group, Winwood vanish-
ed from sight in' the mid-late
70's. In 1980, he re-emerged
with the synth-Ia den Arc of a
Diver on which he played all of
the instruments. After another
solo effort, Winwood finally
assembled a "band" with a slew
of session players, and Back in
the High Life is the result.
Like Gabriel's So, this is a
collection of multi-textured
songs that, while catchy, show
off great song- writing,
willingness to experiment, and
exceptional performances by
the session p l a y- ers. Chaka
Khan and James Taylor add
fine backup vocals on "Higher
Love" and the title'track,
respecti vel y.
6.Li/es Rich Pageant -R.E.M.
This band came screaming
out of Athens, Georgia in 1981
with their debut EP Chronic
Town. After 1982's Murmur,
R.E.M. seemed to be destined
.f o r stardom despite their
a bhorrence of the mainstream
rock music/money machine.
After Reckoning in 1984 and
Fables From the Reconstruction
in 1985, Lifes Rich Pagea nt is
the most direct rock album of
their career. Mainly because
vocalist Michael Stipe's crea ti ve
, lyrics finally can be heard.
Stipe's vocals on this album
give the band a sharp punchy
focus that was lacking on past
efforts. Overall, their best
album since Murmur.
7. The' Way It Is - BRUCE
HORNSBY AND THE
RANGE
Hornsby is a gifted song-
writer with a sharp lyrical
sense who arranges his music in
a tasteful manner that gives it
a bright and open feel. Among
the most intelligent of this
year's newcomers, Hornsby an
his band should be counted on
to make provocative' music in
the future (if this album is any
_indication). Although the title
song was the victim of overkill,
it remains an indictment of the
60's hopes and dreams tha t-
were' shattered by ignorance
and indifference. Not many
popsters provide that much
food for thought and avoid
preaching at the same time.
8. Control ~ JANET
JACKSON
Thi"1 is s y n r h vl a ci e n hook
fill e d d a nc e ' m u sic, the
trendiest of the trendy. But
there is plenty of heart in this
music and the machines take on
an infectious grittiness that few
. in techno-funk have achieved.
This album is more than the
tease that it threatens to be. It
is a heartfelt personal statement
of independence that lets the
world know that Janet Jackson
is a talent in her own right
aside f'rqm her famous family.
9. Get Close - PRETENDERS
This album is good enough
to make th top 10 only because
the songs are so well written
and played. The problem is
that Chrissie Hine is the only
member of the original
Pretenders that remains. Most
of the material is performed by
session men, including T .M.
Stevens, a bass player best
known for his funk playing.
Should these hired hands
should ever become full-
fledged Pretenders, watch out
because this band could be
awesome again.
10. Live/ 1975-1985 -
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
AND THE E STREET
BAND '
This is not so much an
album as it is a chronological
performance. Springsteen is the
most powerful performer alive
and his 5 record set will
undoubtedly take its place as
one of the best live
compilations in rock history.
The energy and spirit of live
shows are present complete
with his trademark stories that
turn. his shows into more than
an ordinary concert.
Springsteen clearly is impressed
with his own self-importance as
would anyone who embarks on
such an ambitious project. His
ego-f a in ts an otherwise great
work.
Big Disappointments Of 1986
1. August - Eric Clap ton
2. Invisible Touch - Genesis
3. Eye Of The Zombie - John
Fogerty
4. Third Stage - Boston
Bubble Gum Award
L Say You, Say Me - Lionel
Richie
~~oy f~ Cotv1BAT,
-rtf<DIE(
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PLEASE POST IN A PUBLIC PLACE
KIDNAPPED
INFORMATION WANTED
VICTIM:
LAURA ANN BRADBURY
White Female
Medium Build
Sandy Blonde Hair
Dark Brown Eyes
She tends to get dark
circles under her eyes
when she is tired. She is
extremely shy and very
wary of strangers.
BIRTH DATE: 5-29-81
ABDUCTION DATE: 1()'18-84
• ABD$25~. BE ra'SSate Retu~)-960.30 1'I
d'ng To lau ('11..
for IntO. lea \ . IntO. line
Anonvmous. . pii-------....
SUMMARY:
At approximately 4 p.m. Thursday, October 18, 1984 LAURA
BRADBURY was camping with her family in Joshua Tree Na-
tional Monument, California. She followed her brother to the
toilet approximately 75 yards away. Five minutes later he
came out and Laura could not be found. According to the
trackers, Laura wandered nearly % of a mile to a road where
her footprints abruptly ended next to fresh tire tracks. It is
believed that Laura was kidnapped at this location.
Laura at age 3'1>
Composite Projecting Laura at age 5
Anyone Having Information Concerning the Laura Bradbury Investigation Contact
Conect '114·383·3'131 ext 211
The San Bernardino Sheriff's Department
800·843·56'18 Nationa\-Centertor Missing and Exploited Children
To donate to the Laura !lradbury Fund, help distribute lIyers, or assist in other efforts
Write to the Laura Bradbury Organization, P.O. Box 2712 Huntington Beach, CA92647
Call:
.INNOCENCE
YOUNG ONES ARE" sold over
70,000 copies at $5 each in a
13-mon th period. .
Until the late 1970's, pornog-
raphy which featured children
was readily available in adult
. book stores around the country.
A federal report in 1970 had
concluded that pornography
-w a s "not a factor in the
causation of crime" a n d
therefore "not a matter of pub-
lic concern." In 1973 the U.S.
Supreme Court abandoned a na-
tional standard of obscenity
and allowed states and cities to
esta blish their own guidelines.
In 1978 Congress passed the
Protection of Children Against
Sex ual Exploi ta tion Act. It
provided for a $100,000. fine,
and a 10 year prison term, for
anyone producing, transporting
or distributing "sexually
explicit material involving
minors" across state lines.
When a child pornograpy
and sex ring is (Jis-
covered, there are certain
reactions by the pedop-
hile that are fairly pre-
dictable. Usually, the
first- reaction is denial.
He may act shocked,
.surprised or even indig-
nant about such an a1-
legation. .
Child pornography is
defined as the visual depiction
by film, photograph, video tape,
slide or negative of any person
under the age of 18 engaged in
From Page I
"sexual conduct." "Sexual con-
duct" incorporates all sex acts
from lewd exhibition of the
genital or rectal areas to oral
copulation, sexual intercourse
and arial intercourse. In Cali-
fornia, commercial production
and distribution of child por-
nography is a felony. However,
non-commercial development,
duplication, printing or
exchange of child pornography
depicting children under 14
years of age is a misdemeanor.
uern the 1970's, nearly all
of the child pornography in
this country was "domestic pro-
duct." However, with law en-
forcement increasing the 'arrests
and convictions of child por-
nographers, "a guy in San Fran-r+:
cisco got the idea of getting a
post office box and importing
stuff from Scandinavia to elude
police." Soon many others,
"Black Cathy" Wilson among
them, began to follow the
example. Wilson set up her or-
ganization the following way.
After a customer had ordered
"soft" commercial porriography
from certain companies, he or
she would receive, from anoth-
er company, a letter offering
child pornography. It would
instruct the customer to send $3
to an address in a Scandinavian
. country for a brochure. This
introductory letter, and all sub-.
sequent material, would be
mailed first class, protecting it
from post office search.
When the brochure arrived,'
the customer would send his
order, along with a check, to
Scandinavia. A member of
"Black Cat h y's" organization
would "floa t " the money in
Europe and the Cayman Islands.
The list of customers, and what
they had ordered, would then
be sent in code to Wilson in Los
Angeles. She would package
the pornography, and then to
confuse the police would mail
it, not in bulk ou t of Los An-
geles, but from post offices in
several states. Wilson's "kiddie-
porn" grossed at least $500,000
a year until her arrest in 1982.
The recent banning of child
pornography in Sweden and
Denmark (which had been the
major overseas suppliers to the
United States) has helped cause
a steep decline in commercially
available child pornography in
this country._ The children,
su rpr isi ngl y, were most often
not Swedes or Danes but Amer-
icans. Pictures or films of
American youths were taken in
the U.S. and then shipped over-
seas, where they were develop-
ed, packaged, and then returned
to the U.S. To mollify parents
and lawmakers in their own
countries, Scandinavian pub-
lishers would declare that no
Scandinavian children were
pictured.
A ballet instructor con-
victed of sexual activities
with five pupils said it
was the result of "the
pressure", the fantasy
Involved in the produc-
tion of the Nutcracker.
The term commonly associa-
ted with sexual exploitation of
children is pedophile. Pedop-
hilia is defined as a sexual per-
version in which children are
the preferred sexual objects.
Pedophiles are those who seek
out children with whom to en-
gage in sexual conduct. Some
.pedophiles can be classified as
"chickenhawks." The target of
the .chickenhawk's attention, a
young boy, is called a "chick-
en." The chickenhawk engages
in homosexual practices with a
young boy and typically has a
specific age preference spann-
ing two or three years. Thus, a
chickenhawk interested in boys
10 to 12 years old may not be
aroused by a I-t-year old youth.
A s des t r-u c t i v e a s the s e
desires are, they seem almost
tame compa r e d to pedophiles
who seek out "hardcore" child
po r n o g r a p h y, which depicts
children in bondage or being
urina ted on. There is even a
demand for "baby porn" -
photos of nude infants as
young as a few months old.
Many pedophiles organize
into support. organizations. On
, the surface, they claim to ad-
vocate change in age of consent
laws and the sexual liberation
of children. Although they cer-
tainly have an interest in this,
in reality they are often n e t-
works for the mutual exchange
of information and victims. ,
Two groups in the Forefront
of "children's sexual rights" are
NAMBLA - "the North Amer-
ican Man Boy Love Associa-
tion" and the Rene Guyon
Society, whose slogan is "sex by
year eight, or else it's too late."
Guyon seeks to lower the age of
consent to four years of age.
It is important to realize
that a bond often devel-
ops between the offen-
der and the victims.
Pedophiles are skilled at
the seduction process.
They know how to use
bribes, attention, affec-
tion, adult authority and
threats to establish rela-
tionships with children.
Naturally, these groups are
despised by virtually every as-
pect of society. According to
one LAPD detective, the danger
in these organizations is not
that they can convince the
average American they are
right. Instead, they reinforce
what pedophiles are doing .
Furthermore, they do ha ve
some influence in getting laws
changed in subtle ways. "They
don't do it in a way that the
average person knows what is
going on, because the public
doesn't even know these organi-
zations exist." .
When a child pornography
and sex ring is' discovered,
there are certain reactions by
the pedophile that are fairly
predictable. Usually, the first
reaction is denial. He may act
shocked, surprised or even in-
dig nan t about suchan a I-
I eg a t ion. Hew i11 cia im to _
know nothing about the alleged
activity, or that it was a mis-
understood act of simple affec-
tion. His denial will be f r e-
. quently aided by friends,
neigh bors, rela ti ves and co-
workers, who will insist that he
is such a wonderful person that
there is no way he could have
done what was alleged.
If the evidence against him
rules out total denial, the
pedophile will attempt to
minimize his actions. He will
be knowledgeable about the law
and might possibly admit to
acts he knows are lesser of -
fenses or misdemeanors.
. Some of the more clever
p edo phi 1escr e a te ingenious
stories to explain their
behavior. One claimed he was
trying to teach his victims to
stop sucking their thumbs. In
another case, a nursery school
opera tor, who had taken and
collected thousands of nude and
s e m i- n u d e p hot 0 g rap h s 0 f
young children in his care;
claimed that they were not for
a sexual purpose. A ballet
instructor convicted of sexual
activities with five pupils said
it was the result of "the pres-
sure", the fantasy involved in
the production of the Nutcrack-
er."
If these reactions do not ter-
minate the investigation, the
pedophile may then try the
"sick game." This tactic in-
vol ves claiming that he is sick.
and cannot con trol his actions.
Pedophile manuals advocate
this tactic when all else fails.
It is interesting to note that
few pedophiles admit this sick-
ness until they are arrested or
other tactics fail.
The pedophile may then at-
tempt the "sympathy game."
He says he is sorry and then
presents evidence to show that
he is a pillar of the community
-- a devoted family man, a mili-
tary veteran, a church leader, is
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non-violent, has no prior ar-
rests, and is a victim of cir-
cumstance with many personal
problems.
However, a pedophile first
arrested at age 40 has probably
victimized dozens, if not
hundreds, of children pre-
viously. Since many people still
believe child molesters are
"dirty old men in wrinkled rain
coats," the "sympathy game"
combined with the "sick game"
is a very effective tactic.
Finally, the identified pedo-
phile may go on the offensive.
This includes harassing,
threatening or bribing victims
and witnesses; attacking the
reputations and personal lives
_ of the investigating' officers; at-
tacking the motives of the
prosecutor; claiming the case is
selective prosecution, and rais-
ing issues such as gay rights if
the child victim is the same sex
as the .defendant. Pedophiles
are not passive, inadequate
people who are easily in-
timidated.
It is important to realize that
a bond often develops between
the offender and 'the victims.
Pedophiles are skilled at the
seduction process. They know
how to use bribes, attention, af-
fection, adult authority and
threats to establish relationships
with children. They know the..
"in" games, toys, television
shows and movies. They enjoy
listening to children, an ability
many parents lack. They are
willing to spend all the time it
takes to seduce the child.
Children frequently have
mixed feelings about the dis-
covery. They may not want to
see the off ender punished and
sent to jail. They may be em-
barrassed about others discover-
ing what they had been doing,
especially if the sexual acts
were unnatural. Some victims
have even assisted- the molester
with his defense, hindering the
police investigation. Often,
their victimization is per-
petuated or even worsened by
the criminal justice process.
Frequently, however, many
of these children ha ve been
desperately searching for a way
out and welcome intervention.
However, the police investiga-
tor must be willing to spend the
time and effort necessary to de-
velop the trust and confidence
of the victim. . .
P a.r e n t s s h 0 u Id not be
deceived if the children in-
volved in such relationships
don't seem at first glance to be
harmed. Es p ec ia lly over the
long term, sexual exploitation is
devastating to the child. One
police detective, who has
spoken with many adults who
were molested as children, said
"in many cases their lives were
destroyed. There was one
woman who was 24 yea rs old,
and 'beautiful, but she couldn't
stand to have a man touch her."
She had been molested by an
adult male from the time she
was five-and-a-half years old.
She had been to a lot of psyc-
hologists and psych iatr ists and
"nobody seemed to help her."
In conclusion, har sh er laws
and stricter sentences are-
needed. There is no knowri ef-
fective treatment for child
molesters. Furthermore, legis-
lation is needed to prohibit the
mere possession of child por-
nography. There is no approp-
riate reason to possess this
material, for child pornography
by definition requires the vic-
timization of a child.
The author is grateful to the LAPD's
Sexually Exploited Child Unit for providing
a majority of the reference material used in
this article, The' FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin, January 1984, also served as a
substantial reference source.
THE LOYOLA
INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY
Invites you to attend
An International Law Symposium
."INTERNATIONAL
DISPUTE RESOLUTION:
Enforcement of Awards or Agreements
Resulting From Arbitration,
Mediation and Conciliation"
. co-sponsored by
The American Arbitration Association
The Los Angeles County Bar Association's
International Law Section
I, and
The Los Angeles Centre For "
International Commercial Arbitration
Sunday, March 29, 1987-9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
I, Call K~ren Tolson
736-1125 or 204-5355
For information
\\O,\¥)-'(OU~ ~Oi \i ~,,~
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Knowing the Law
Is Hal' the Battle ...
••• Successfully applying it to'
your exams is the other 'half !
• CONTRACTS
• TORTS
• CRIMINAL LAW
• REAL PROPERTY
• CIVIL PROCEDURE
• EVIDENCE
Siegel's Answers to Essay and Multi·Choice
Questions series will demonstrate how to write
superior answers and correctly answer multiple-
choice questions. Each work contains:
~ A detailed description of how to avoid the
exam-writing errors which consistently
plague first-year students
~ 25 hypothetical essay problems and model
answers
~ 100 multiple-choice questions and detailed
- explanations for the correct and incorrect
choices
~ A special Issue-Index which allows you to
verify your understanding of each topic as
soon as it is covered in class
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
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Steve Kaplan, who had
been up in a guard
tower, performed a
manuever that would
have made Rambo
proud.
went at it, a lot of pride was at
stake. However, the d ay
belonged to the Commandos
who use cunning tactics to out-
manuever their opponents.
They truly lived up to their
nickname "swift, silent, and
deadly." Four hour-long games
were played along with a 15
minute "fun" game.
In the first game, both teams
played evenly, trying to discern
how the other was going to
play. Neither team reached
their objectives, but the Com-
mandos won this all important
first game by virtue of losing
less men.
The second game turned into
a massacre. Wi th a large sec-
tion of a night flank attack
wiped out, the Killers camp
was overrun. In fact, only one
member of the Killers was left
standing. The sole survivor was
Steve Kaplan. One must won-
der if he was hiding from the
hunters on his trail.
The third game was a short
15 minute fling in which the
Killers used all-out attact to
defeat the Commandos. How-
"We're Number One" Photo By Terri Douglas
has been promoted to Captain),
circled back around the killers,
catching them in an effective
crossfire. Once again, this
. game was takeri by the Com-
-mandos.
The fifth game was a close
affair, with the commandos on
the attack. This ended a tied
game, but there was one note of
heroic bravery. Steve Kaplan,
who had been up in a guard
tower, performed a maneuver
that would have made Rambo
proud. After crossing a
riverbed, under fire, and climb-
ing an em bankmen t, he shot
Da vid Cordrey, who had been
calmly reloading his gun in a
bunker. A bold move, since
Glenn Hamoritz was in the
same bunker, and promptly shot
Steve Kaplan. The two cap-
tains had been trying to kill
each other for the entire day,
bu t no qua lit y op p o r t un it ie s
had been presented. At least
with that kill, Steve Kaplan'
had something to boast about.
Final score: Cordrey's Com-
mandos win 3 games, tied 1,
and lost 1 (if the 15 minute
game is counted). These two
teams have determined to dual
again on March 28th. Rookies
are welcome (not that any of
the veterans have had much
experience). In fact, the
guantlet is thrown down to any
of the Loyola professors to join
in the fun. Just call Da vid
Cordrey at (213) 471:.0667 for
details. This game has been
criticized for being violent and
promotive of war. However,
when played between friends, a
good time is had by all!
rooM
8AR REVIEW
SUBJECT
ever, this game was suspect in
that many members of both
teams did not die even when
they were hit. All's fair in love
and war.
The fourth and fifth game
were played on another field.
This one consisted of a P.O.W.
camp where one team had to
defend against the other team's
attack. The fourth game was a
close affair, but here superior
tactics came into play. A fire
squad led by John Upton (who.
BAR/BRI EARLY BIRDS
REVIEW FOR YOUR FINAL EXAMS EARLY
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH YEAR REVIEW _
LECTURES WILL BE HELD AT:
BAR/BRI HEADQUARTERS
11801 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., STE 7
(Corner of Olympic and Granville)
DATE PROFESSOR
Saturday, ~arch 21 Prof. Charles Whitebread
U.S.C. (Live)
Prof. John Moye
BAR/BRI Staff
Prof. Ira Shafiroff
Southwestern (Live)
Prof. John Moye
BAR/BRI Staff
Prof. Char.les Whitebread
U.S.C. (Live)
Prof. Thomas Jorde
Boalt Hall (Live)
Prof. Ira Shafiroff
Southwestern (Live)
Prof. Richard Conviser
BAR/BRI National Director
Prof. Charles Whitebread
U.S.C .
CONTRACTS
PERFORMANeE TEST WORKSHOP
Sunday, March 22
ESSAY EXAM WORKSHOP
CORPORATIONS
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
CIVIL PROCEDURE
WILLS Ii TRUSTS
TORTS
CRIMINAL LAW
Saturday, March 28
Sunday, March 29
Saturday, April 4
Sunday, April 5
Saturday, April 11
Sunday, April 12
Saturday, April 25
•A one-hour lunch break will be given
at approximately 12:30pm.
roM
BAR REVIEW
TIME
9:30am-3:00pm*
9:30am-4:00pm·
9:30am-12:00noon
9:30am-5:00pm·
9:30am-12:30pm
9:30am-4:00pm·
9:30am-5:00pm·
9:30am-3:00pm·
9:30am-12:30pm
Contracts, Civil Procedure, and the Performance Test Workshop lecture, are open to all interested
students.
11801 West Olympic Boulevard#7
Los Angeles, California 90064
(213) 477-2542
352 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600
1407 First Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623
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CAMPUS NEWS NOTES
SOME tJNIV. IL-
LINOIS OFFICIALS
OBJECT TO EDWIN
MEESE'S MARCH 6
VISIT
"We're pretty appalled that
UI is willing to lend its good'
name to whatever cockamamie
things he wants to say,"
explained law Prof. Francis
Boyle, who says he'll help or-
ganize a protest of the attorney
general's scheduled visit to help
commemorate the U.S.
Const it ut io ns 200th anniver-
sary.
La w Dean Peter Hay says
Meese was chosen to represent a
"conservative" view of the
constitution, while Judge Abner
Mikva and former Attorney
General Elliot Richardson were
chosen to speak at the same
event to represent "liberal" and
"middle of the road" views.
PROFS SAY THEY
WEREFIRED FOR
CRITICIZING CAMPUS
PRESIDENTS
"Mississippi Valley State
University Associate Professor
William Stewart has asked a
federal court to stop MVSU
President Joe Boyer from firing
him because, Stewart says, he
joined a January press confer-
ence calling for Boyer's resig-
nation.
And University of Southern
Maine English Professor Wil-
liam Slavick says he'll file an
official protest of a February
6th suspension, which he claims
was in retaliation for Slavick
tell'ing prospective English de-
partment employees that the de-
partment is more concerned
with "image-building" and
"expediency" than teaching.
But Central State University
in Ohio last week settled a law-
suit with four profs who were
suing it, claiming President
Arthur Thomas fired them for
objecting to his 1984 ap-
pointment as president.
No terms of the settlement
were announced.
HOL v .CROSS DEAN
DROPS OPPOSITION
TO G. GORDON LIDDY
LECTURE.
Dean Peter Simonds has
agreed to free $5,000 to pay the
convicted Watergate felon for a
March 18 lecture, saying " I've
had more calls from faculty
and students about this than
any other issue I've dealt with
in my eight and a half years
here.
Simonds objected to paying
Liddy, not to letting him speak
on campus.
He also objected to spending
money to bring a local
sportscaster to speak on campus
and a car to drive "Killing
Fields" survivor Dith Pranh
back to the airport after a Holy
Cross lecture.
U.S. COURT OFAP-
PEALS HOLDS VIN-
NAN OVA FRAT
LIABLE FOR DRINK-
ING INCIDENTS
The court said Delta Kappa
Epsilon, its bartender, members
and the student who hosted the
1982 DKE party could all be
held liable for serving alcohol
to an underaged member, who
su bseq uen tl y drove a car tht
caused a fatal accident.
The dec is ion will set a
pre c e den t for s-i mil i a r f rat
liability cases in Pennslyvannia
and "could influence" cases in
other states, a lawyer for one
of the studen ts said.
COURT SAYS
UNIVERSITY OF
GEORGIA CAN MAKE
STUDENTS PAY·FEES
TO PRIVATE SPORTS
ASSOCIATION.
Four students filed a lawsuit
c la im in g that the sch oo'l was
unconstitu- tionally forcing
them to pay fees to the private
Georgia Athletic Association,
which runs the campus intercol-
legiate programs.
Bu t Superior Court Judge
William Grant ruled that the
fees were legal because all
students and the state itself
benefits from UG's athletic
programs.
UCLA SUSPENDS,
THEN REINSTATES,
"RACIST" EDITOR
The Communications Board
first suspended Daily Bruin
Editor Ron Bell and Art Direc-
tor Brian Fujimora for printing
a cartoon depicting a "Third
World student" .as a rooster, but,
due to the protests of some 60
campus special interest groups,
reinstated them after deciding
it had overstepped its authority.
Bell fired the cartoonist, ad-
ding, "I agree the cartoon was
offensive. If I had seen it, it
wouldn't have been published."
MAN ACCUSE;D
OF SPENDING
.$3.4 MILLION
After a year of resisting,
The University of South Caro-
lina last week released a partial
list of how USC James Holder-
man spent $3.4 million in
"discretionary funds" since
1979. ,
The funds, gathered from
campus video games, vending
mach in e san d cone ess ions at
USC sporting events, legally are
earmarked for the president to
use "to promote the university."
USC, under court order to
release an accoun ting, refused
ENROLL BY MARCH 20,198.7
$AVE ,80.00
Contad your BAR/BRI representative
or call one of our offices.
I
All yson Saunders Bobby Grace Carmen Merino Deborah GoldSummec 1987 Summer 1987 Summer 1987 Summer 1987
Denise Osborn David Radov.ich Mike Turner Mike VetterSummer 1987 Summer 1987 Summer 1987 Summer 1987
V~lecie, Mcaz Worrell Nero Jeri Okamoto Danny WienSummer 1987 Summer 1987 Summer 1987 S,ummer 1988-,.
Annette Marie Sierra Barbara Jankowski Byron· Smith Lynn JohnsonSummer 1988 Summer 1988 Summer 1988 Summer 1988
Christie Buckley Feed Crawfocd John Horwitz Annine OecewSummer 1988 Summer' 1988 Summer 1988 Summer 1988
Paula Montez Steven Kaplan Tracy Taylor Susan PoehlsSummec 1988 Summec 1988 Summer 1988 Summer 1989
Dan Agyeman Helen Cicino Susa-n Hamwi Dan RubanowitzSummec 1988 Summer 1989 Summer 1989 Summer 1989
Steven Tisi I~
Summer 1989
1407 First Avenue
San Oieqo, Cafifo<nia 92101
(619) 236-0623
11801 West Olympic Boulevard #7
Los Angeles. california 90064
(213) 477-2542
352 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco •.california 94102
(415) 441·5600
to publish the names of many
of the recip ien ts of the presi-
dent's largess on the grounds it
might inhibit future fundrais-
ing .. But President Reagan, var-:
ious state troopers and Jehan
Sadat, widow of slain Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, are
known to be among the
recipients.
Some highlights among the
5,000 expense vouchers from
June through December, 1986-
that were released:
-$100 for potted plants for
Holderman's official residence
-$1 0,000 for three drum-and-
bugle corps to march at a July
4, 1986 campus parade
-$220 for standby ambulance
service at the same parade
-$68 for Christmas festival
costumes
-$800 for helium and bal-
loons
-$21 for "in flight catering
services"
-$2 , 8 80 for w hat w as de-
scribed as a "dinner" at the
Phillips Collection, a Washing-
ton, D.C. art museum
-$35,000 to Steuben Glass,
reportedly for glass figurines
which Holderman gave as USC
rembrances to visiting celeb-
rities
-$22,946 to Marshall Boehm,
Inc. of New Jersey, for "other
supplies"
-$40 for a USC sweatshirt
At the same time, Michigan
State complied with a Freedom
of Information Act request, and
revealed that President John
DiBaggio spent $20,260 in
tra veling expenses in 1985-86.
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THE .FINANCIAL AID CRISIS
THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION PROPOSES.
THE LARGEST MOST RADICAL CUTS IN HISTORY
STUDENT LOANS
AND THE
BUDGET PROPOSAL:
By Michael Vetter
Managing Editor
The latest budget proposals
from the administration
include:
+A 2.3 billion dollar cut in
total Ed uca tion Departmen t
expenditures;
+A drop in college student
aid funds from 8.2 billion
dollars to 4.5 billion; .
+T'h e abolishment of the
work/study program and
vocational education funding;
+A funding cut to
historically black colleges;
+Cuts in Guaranteed Student
Loans and Pell Grants; and
+Mov ing some students from'
the current GSL Program into
an expanded Income Contingent
Loan Program, in which
students repay their loans in
amounts determined by how
much they make after they
graduate.
Obviously, this could create
a real problem for the average
student. Presently, the average
puhlic college student borrows
$6,685.00 while in co llege and
the private college counterpart
borrows $8,950. If the proposed
budget cuts are passed by
Co n g r e s s , students will be
forced to pay substantially,
more of their tuition from their
own pockets while they are in
school.
Clear'ly, the decrease in the
a.v a il ib.i lit y of financial aid
will have large effect upon
college and graduate school
enrollment. The brunt of the
program, however, will be felt
by the lower middle class.
STUDENT ANGER OVER
CUTS ISN'T EVIDENT, LOB-
BYISTS SAY ,
(CPS)--E ven though Presi-
dent Reagan in January pro-
posed the deepest, most radical
cuts in federal college programs
in history, student reaction has
been muted thus far, various
student leaders and lobbyists
say. Inc 0n t r a s t tot h e hU ge
letter-wr iting, telegram-sending,
street-demonstra ting onsla ugh t
tha t greeted administra t io n
proposals to slash student a id in
1982, 1983, 1984 and, to a lesser
extent, 1985 a n d 1986, most
student reaction has been con--
fined to quiet teach-ins and
press conf'er ences. "The word
from The Hilt.'is s e n a t o r s
ha ven't heard from' students,"
warns Mary Preston on the U.S.
Student Association's (USSA)
legislative hot line tape.
These days, financial aid of-
ficers and college administra-
tors are doing the lion's share
of anti-cut lobbying in
Congress, trying to keep their
programs and the money to run
them. "We have not received a
lot of student mail," reports
Ellen Nolan, an aide to the
Senate Education Committee.
"We've gotten a-lot from
parents, though; parents, college
presidents and financial aid
people." "I would say that last
time around there was a bigger
student effort. This ye-ar, I
think, (students) have heard
from Congress that Congress
won't adopt the proposals."
There has, of course, been
some student reaction to the
president's proposal, which, for
example, University of Arizona
administrator Robert L. Wreen
warned would force many
students to drop out from or
delay going to college. About
80 students, for instance, gat-
hered at North Caroiina State
last week to watch student Sen.
Perry Woods, inpersonating Ed-
ucation Secretary William Ben-
nett and wearing a Darth
Vader helmet, throw two model
MX missiles off the top of the
student center. Woods said the
price of two MX missiles could
send 10,000 students to college,
and the students chanted "Pell
Grants, yes! MX, no!" But
USSA's Preston suggests
students should be "really gear-
ing up and writing letters" to
Congress.
John Skare, executive direc-
tor of the Na t io n a l Student
These are the people who are
probably not eligible for aid
through one of th e minority
pograms and whose family has
been barely able to meet the
financial burden of college
with all of the combined loans
and work/ study. If the
work/study program is
abolished, as planned, and
student student loans are
decreased, this class of student
will simply be unable to attend
college.
The argument is made that
the student is the principal
beneficiary of the investment
in higher education, and
therefore should bear the cost
of education.
Personally, I think the whole
thing stinks. Historically, the
"status" to which one was born
dicta-ted the doors which would
be opened or closed to the
individual. Very la ge steps
have been made to change this
Roundatable, which, like USSA,
lobbies in Congress for "student
issues," says signing petitions
and mar chi n g pro t es t s' are
"limited" in their effectiveness.
"Direct contact--Ietter writing
and other constituency work-vis
better ," he adds.
USSA and the Roundtable
both are trying to organize
letter-writing campaigns and
other student political action,
Preston says, but only certain
areas of the coun try are res-
ponding to them. "We have
strong memberships in Iowa,
a 1.5.0 Color ado, Cal i for n i a ,
Oregon and New York." Pres-
ton .sa ys, adding the Pennsyl-
vania and Texas student associ-
ations are "somewhat" active.
Those are the same areas, she
o bser ves, where "the cu ts are
very; very damaging to those
students and their families."
Bot.h U S S A and the
Round ta ble are planning big
lobbying pushes in March.
Preston says USSA's March 13-
16 lobbying conference, in
which student politicians de-
s c end 0 n Wash i n g ton fro m
throughou t the co un try to talk
to representa ti ves and senators,
will be that much more effec-
tive if students send in letters
explaining how the cu ts would
" affect them .. "Right now is the
key time," Preston says.
Skare expects 300 Round-
table students to lobby Congress
March 6-10, hoping the
enthusiasm of a few- can make
up for lack of numbers. "The
response from student leaders is
really energetic. They're really
-d is g us t e d with the proposed
cuts," Skare says. Preston ex-
pects 400 to 500 students at the
USSA conference, though in
1982, in comparison, some 7,000
students attended to lobby in
Congress.
On most campuses, ad-
ministrators and politicians are
still trying' to scare students
into lobbying against the
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so that people who traditionally
would not have be e n able to
attend college are now able to.
The system, however, has still
not progressed to a point where
education depends solely upon
in telligence and moti va tion.
The proposed budget cuts seem
to be a large step a way from
the goal, rather than toward it.
After all, doesn't society as a
whole benefit when the
population is better educated?
proposa-ls. Last week, U.S. Sen.
Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.) swung
by the University of New Mexi-
co to warn students there would
be "a decrease in the number
of studen ts who can go to
school" if Congress approves the
cuts. At Manka-to State U. in
Minnesota, 'aid director Bob
MatUSKa tried to stir up
students by saying that the
cu ts, if approved, would mean
som€ 950 MSU students would
lose an average of $1,100 in aid
each. Frank Candalisa, South-
eastern Louisiana U.'s associate
director of financial aid,
addressed the student senate,
where he estimated 4,600 South-
eastern students would be af'-
f ected by the cuts. He asked
student politicians to start writ-
ing congressmen and women to
protest the proposal, which
would abolish the College
Work-Study program, massively
diminish aid to black colleges
and drastically cut the
Guaranteed .Student Loan, Pell
Gr a n t" and federal anti-drug
programs.
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PRE-PAID TUITION
PLANS
By Michael Vetter
Managing Editor
Michigan has recently
adopted, and several other state
legislatures are discussing, a
plan which allows parents to
pre-pay their children's college
tuition years in advance. Most
of the proposed programs re-
quire the pa ymen t of a lump
sum to a "college fund" which
the state treasury or some other
investmen t compan y would
manage until the child was old
enough to go to college.
The benefits of the plans are
that the parents are able to pay
when they have the money and
they recei v e the benefit of
"professional investment man-
agement." The colleges also
benefit because they are able to
predetermine income levels for
future years and are able to
plan expenditures accordingly.
Also, the plans may recei ve
some special tax benefi ts be-
cause of their structure and
purpose.
There are several d is a d-
vantges, however, to the pro-
posed tuition plans. For
example, what school should
your parents enroll you in
when they make the payment?
Within the ten or fifteen years
that it takes for the interest to
accrue, numerous factors could
change. Also, what happens if
the would-be-student decides
not to go to college or wan ts to
attend another school? Even
worse, what if the chosen col-
lege decides not to accept the
pre-paid studen t because of
grades?
Finally, there is the ever-
present question of financial
aid for the student. Does the
fact that the student's tuition
has already been paid factor
into the decision? It seems like
it would be pretty hard to con-
vince someone that you were in
need of assistance when all of
your bills had already been
paid.
Overall, the basic question
becomes ... WHY? The pre-paid
tuition plans would only seem
to work for the people who
were able to put aside a
substantial sum of money well
before their child was of col-
lege age. This would probably
limit the plan to either the
wealthy or the middle classes.
Both of these groups, however,
could probably realize a better
rate of return upon their in-
vestment through private means
and the use of the funds would
not be restricted to a single
school or group of schools as it
might be under some of the
proposed plans.
The only way that these
plans would help anyone other
than the schools and the in-
vestment managers is if tax
benefits were given by the go-
vernment so that actual (af'ter
tax) returns would exceed the
market interest rate. Again,
this would tend to help the
wealthy more than anyone else
because they pay the most in
taxes and would receive the
greatest benefit.
Personally, I think that the
one feature which must be
included in all of the proposed
plans is a cheerful refund
policy.
WIT H 0 U T G' S L s ,
STUDENTS TRY PARTIES,
BANKS TO RAISE TUITION
MONEY
(CPS)--The tighter
Guaranteed Stud en t Loan re-
quirements that went into ef-
fect a p pa r.e n t l y are forcing
some students to throw parties,
beseech banks for personal
loans and go to greater lengths
to pay for college this term,
various campus officials report.
Banks in Norman, OK, for
example, report some students
in recent weeks have been
applying for short-term per-
sonal loans to help pay tuition.
And at the University of Wis- .
consin at Stout, 11 students
were arrested last week for al-
legedly trying to raise tuition
money by charging admission to
weekend beer parties. The .rea-
son is that the new Higher Edu-
cation Act passed last fall and
new Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) regulations enacted this
winter have put GSLs virtually
'out for, reach for students from
families with yearly incomes
- higher than $30,000.
"Now that the government
has made the GSL pretty strick-
lya need-based program, lots of
students who depended on that
money may not have any other
options (beside taking out per-
sonal loans) if they choose not
to work their way through col-
lege," says Elton Davis, Okla-
homa's financial aid director.
"Lots of students who don't
want to work now may have to
before they graduate. That
makes the next question: will
. there be enough jobs for those
who end up having to work?" .
Aid directors were generally
amused by the tuition-beer
party at Stout. Oklahoma's
Da v is sa ys, "If studen ts can
raise money that way, I won't
knock it. There are lots of
students out there who drink
beer, but I hope it's not a trend
that reaches into harsh or
violent types of things."
Stout financial aid director
Kurtis Kindschi laughed. at the
incident, but hoped other
students would seek more
m a ins t rea mal t ern a t iv e s to
GSLs. "They can look for other
types of loans, perhaps attend
college in their home com-
munities, work while they at-
.tend school or extend their edu-
cations over five or six years
rather than four," he suggested.
But most importantly, Kindschi
.says, families must realize the
days of readily available
federal aid are gone. "Over the
past 10 o r -t s years the
availability of aid encouraged
families not to plan for the
future," he explains. "High
appropriations for financial aid
programs let them think the
feds 'would take care -of their
childrens' tuition when the time
came. Now the worm is turn-
ing, and significant reductions
are causing frustration and an-
xiety. The feds get blamed but
families are responsible too."
The shrinking GSL pool
probably will send borrowers to
other government programs,
such as parent or PLUS loans
or student supplemental loans,
predicts Dr. Dallas, Martin,
director of the National Associ-
arion of Student Financial Aid
Officers. y Others will consider
changes in the tax laws--which
disallow deduction of interest
on personal loans--and take out
deductible second mortgages or
equity loans to pay their child-
rens' tuition. "A number of
families have always used per-
sonal loans to pay for their
c.h i 1d r ens' t u it ion," Ma r tin
notes. "But it's too soon to try
to determine any patterns to
this, although. it's safe to say
many people will need other
sources of credit."
Davis brands the PLUS pro-
gram, which lets parents borrow
federal money for educational
purposes, as "not very good .
Parents have to start paying
back the loan within 60 days,
and the interest rate is high."
"They can take out new loans
every year, so if they get one
each year their child is in
school, they can end up owing a.
healthy $12,00Q or so by the
time tha-t child g r a d u a t e s ,"
Da vis sa ys. The peus and
supplemental programs aren't
subsidized, Martin adds, bring-
ing interest ra tes close to mar-
ket rates. "But while these
loans once were used as a -Iast
resort, now their use will be
more prevalent," he predicts. "I
would guess that in another
couple of months more lenders
will participate in these pro-
grams as more students and
their parents need to go with
them."
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Ends March 20, 1987
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